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Abstract

The hadronic fragmentation functions of the various quark avours and of glu-
ons are measured in a study of the inclusive hadron production from Z0 decays
with the DELPHI detector and are compared with the fragmentation functions
measured elsewhere at energies between 14 GeV and 91 GeV. A large scaling
violation is observed, which is used to extract the strong coupling constant
from a �t using a numerical integration of the second order DGLAP evolution
equations. The result is

�s(MZ) = 0:124+0:006�0:007(exp)� 0:009(theory)

where the �rst error represents the experimental uncertainty and the second
error is due to the factorization and renormalization scale dependence.

(To be submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction

Hadron production in e+e� annihilation originates from the production of quark-
antiquark pairs which can radiate gluons, the quanta of the �eld theory of the strong
interactions, Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD). Gluon radiation depends logarithmi-
cally on the centre of mass energy Q, due to the increase in phase space with increasing
energy and to the energy dependence of the running coupling constant of QCD, �s(Q).
These e�ects lead to logarithmic dependences of the momentum spectra of the produced
hadrons on the centre of mass energy, even if the momenta are scaled to that energy.
These scaling violations can be used to determine the strong coupling constant �s.

Our previous analysis of this type [1] was based on the exact second order matrix-
element and string or independent fragmentation, with a relatively small number of free
parameters. A precise measurement was obtained, �s(MZ) = 0:118�0:005, in agreement
with �s measurements at the Z0 mass from shape variables, from jet rates and from total
cross-sections, measured at the electron-positron storage ring LEP [2{4].

This paper extends that analysis by including new data on gluon and heavy quark
fragmentation and using a numerical integration of the second order DGLAP evolution
equations [5], employing the program of Nason and Webber [6]. This approach uses a
summation of the leading logarithms, in contrast to our previous analysis which used
a numerical Monte Carlo integration over the complete second order matrix element.
Additional di�erences between the two analyses are as follows.

1. In the DGLAP equations, the higher orders are resummed for soft and collinear
gluons, while the hard gluons are calculated only in �rst order. In the previous
analysis using the QCD matrix element, all gluons were calculated up to exact
second order without a resummation of the leading logarithmic terms.

2. The separation between the perturbative and non-perturbative regime is handled
di�erently: with the matrix element, the separation is done by a cut on invariant
masses between quark and gluons, while in the DGLAP approach the factorization
theorem states that the two regimes can be separated at an arbitrary factorization
scale.

Thus this measurement provides a useful cross check of the previous result with di�erent
systematics.

The DGLAP equations are based on the concept of independent quark and gluon
fragmentation since each parton fragments according to a particular parametrization,
independently of the other partons. In contrast, the QCD predictions were based on
the fragmentation of colour ux tubes stretched between the partons. However, in our
previous analysis [1], we showed that both independent and string fragmentation models
led to the same results. This is not surprising, since �s is determined from the di�erences
between the parametrizations of the momentum spectra at di�erent energies, so many
systematic uncertainties cancel.

2 Phenomenology of inclusive hadroproduction

The inclusive production of charged hadrons in the reaction e+e� ! h� + X can be
described by two kinematic variables, Q2 and x, where Q2 is de�ned as the square of
the four-momentum transferred from the leptons to the hadrons and x = ph=pbeam is the
fraction of the beam momentum pbeam carried by the hadron h. In e+e� annihilation, Q2

equals s, the total centre-of-mass energy squared.
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The total cross-section for e+e� ! h� + X can be factorized into two regimes: the
short distance regime, in which hard gluons can be radiated, and the long distance regime
of the hadronization process. The short distance regime is calculable perturbatively in
terms of the so-called coe�cient functions, while the non-calculable long distance regime
has to be parametrized by phenomenological fragmentation functions. Combining the
two regimes according to the factorization theorem yields the following expression for the
cross-section [6]:

d�

dx
(e+e� �! h +X) =

X
i

Z 1

x

dz

z
Cifz; �s(�R); �

2
F =Q

2g Dif
x

z
; �2Fg (1)

where the Ci are the coe�cient functions for the creation of a parton with avour i and
momentum fraction z = pparton=pbeam, while the fragmentation functions Di represent the
probability that parton i fragments into the hadron h with momentum fraction x=z. In
leading order, the Ci are given by the avour speci�c weights of the electroweak theory,
and the �s dependence of the Ci represents the next-to-leading order QCD corrections
to the primary quark-pair production. Both the coe�cient and fragmentation functions
depend on an arbitrary factorization scale �F , in such a way that the dependence of the
physical cross-section on �F would cancel if the calculation could be carried out to all
orders in perturbation theory. In principle, the renormalization scale �R used for �s in (1)
could be chosen di�erently from the factorization scale �F ; for simplicity, the two scales
have been taken to be the same. The sum runs over all possible partons: u; d; c; s; b; g.

The scaling violation in the fragmentation function is described by coupled integro-
di�erential evolution equations [5], which can be written as:

dDj(x;Q
2)

d lnQ2
=
X
i

Z 1

x

dz

z
Pijfz; �s(�R);

�2R
Q2
g Dif

x

z
;Q2g (2)

with the splitting functions

Pijfz; �s(�R);
�2R
Q2
g =

�s(�R)

2�
P
(0)
ij (z) +

 
�s(�R)

2�

!2
P
(1)
ij fz;

�2R
Q2
g+O(�3s):

The indices i and j run over all active quarks, antiquarks and the gluon. The splitting
functions Pij(z) are the probabilities for �nding parton i with momentum fraction z after
splitting from its parent parton j. The Pij(z) are known to next-to-leading order in
perturbation theory [7]. Thus the fragmentation functions at a given energy Q0 can be
�tted to experimental data using equation (1), and then evolved to a di�erent energy
using the evolution equations (2). The strong coupling constant can then be extracted
from a simultaneous �t of these calculated spectra to the data at di�erent centre-of-mass
energies.

The strong coupling constant, �s, depends on the energy or scale, �R. Since we
compare momentum spectra at di�erent energies, it is more convenient to �t the energy

independent QCD scale �
(5)

MS
(for 5 avours in the MS renormalization scheme), which

is related to �s at the scale � by

�s(�) =
4�

�0 ln(�=�
(5)

MS
)2

"
1� 2

�1

�20

ln[ln(�=�
(5)

MS
)2]

ln(�=�
(5)

MS
)2

+
4�21

�40 ln
2(�=�

(5)

MS
)2

 �
ln[ln(�=�

(5)

MS
)2]�

1

2

�2
+
�2�0

8�21
�

5

4

!#
(3)

with �0 = 11 � 2
3
Nf , �1 = 51 � 19

3
Nf , and �2 = 2857 � 5033

9
Nf �

325
27
N2

f , where Nf = 5
is the number of quark avours [8].
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3 Measurements of inclusive hadron distributions

This analysis uses 1.75 million hadronic Z0 decays collected with the DELPHI detec-
tor [9] in the years 1991 to 1993.

Samples enriched in bottom (b), charm (c), and light (uds) quarks were used to deter-
mine the scaled momentum distributions 1=� d�=dx for each quark avour separately. In
addition, the scaled momentum distribution for charged particles from gluon fragmenta-
tion was obtained from 3-jet events.

These distributions de�ne the fragmentation functions averaged over all �nal state
hadrons and can be obtained from the total number of events Ntot and the number of
charged particles for each x bin N (i):

Di(x;Q
2) �

1

�i

d�i

dx
=

1

Ntot

dN (i)

dx
: (4)

Hadronic events were selected by requiring at least 5 charged particles with momenta
above 0.2 GeV=c and track lengths in the detector of at least 50 cm, a total energy of
the charged particles exceeding 15 GeV (assuming pion masses) including at least 3 GeV
in both the forward and the backward hemisphere with respect to the beam axis, and
a polar angle of the sphericity axis between 40� and 140�. In addition the momentum
imbalance had to be less than 20 GeV/c.

Hadrons coming from bottom quark fragmentation were selected with the help of the
large impact parameter for the decay products of B-hadrons. Due to the long lifetime of
B-hadrons and their large mass and high momentum, the computed probability PE for all
the decay products in the event to come from the primary interaction point is typically
small. Requiring PE < 0:01 selected a sample of 217,000 events with a purity of 83%.
The technique used is described in detail in [10].

The same method was used to obtain a light quark sample: requiring PE > 0:5 gave
a sample of 357,000 events consisting of 79% light, 14% charm and 7% bottom quark
events.

The c-quark fragmentation function was determined by a di�erent method. Firstly,
2580 D�+ candidates were reconstructed in the channel D�+ ! D0�+ followed by
D0 ! K��+ as described in [11]. Then an additional enrichment in charm quarks
was achieved by requiring 0:005 < PE < 0:015, which reduced the background from D-
mesons originating from B-meson decays. The resulting sample consisted of 50% c-quark,
18% light-quark, and 32% b-quark events. In the simulated data, charm events with D�

mesons showed the same momentum spectrum as all charm events. Thus there was no
indication of bias due to the tagging. However, to be independent of any such bias,
only the hemispheres opposite to the reconstructed D� were used to measure the charged
particle spectrum, weighting each particle by a factor of two.

Detector e�ects and the e�ects of selection cuts and impurities from other quark species
have been corrected by computing correction factors

ci =
Gi

Mi

(5)

for each bin of each distribution from a detailed simulation of the detector after generating
the hadronic Z0 decays using the JETSET PS model [12]. Here Gi is the bin content of
the generated distribution and Mi the corresponding bin content of the fully simulated
Monte Carlo distribution. The corrected x distributions are plotted in Fig. 1 together with
the corresponding simulated spectra. Since for the samples containing charm and bottom
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events these factors were falling below 0.1 for x > 0:8, the corresponding x bins have been
excluded from the �t. The systematic errors were estimated as max[0.03,0.1(1-ci)]/ci
of the bin value, thus increasing the error for large correction factors. The resulting
momentum distributions are tabulated in table 1.

The gluon fragmentation function was determined from tagged gluon jets in b-quark
induced 3-jet events. Both bottom quark jets were tagged by requiring Pj < 0:01, where
Pj di�ers from PE only in referring to the tracks in a single jet, and the remaining jet
was taken as a gluon jet if its value of Pj exceeded 0.1. A total of 6791 gluon jets were
identi�ed with a purity of 94%. For these gluon jets, the fraction of the jet momentum
xj = ph=pjet of the charged particles in the jet was measured and was used in the �t
described in the next section. This technique has been described in detail in [13], and
the results have been taken from that analysis.

The systematic uncertainties were estimated by varying the selection criteria. Chang-
ing the minimum number of charged particles from 5 to 6 and varying the cut on the
sphericity axis between 30� and 45� changed the correction factors by typically 3% in the
intermediate x range used in the �t.

To extract the scaling violation, we used all avour mix spectra from the following
experiments:

� DELPHI 91 GeV [1]
� ALEPH 91 GeV [14,15]
� AMY 54 GeV [16]
� TASSO 44, 35, 22, 14 GeV [17]
� CELLO 35 GeV [1,18]
� MARK II 29 GeV [19]

A global �t has to take into account the correlations between the data points of a given
spectrum, e.g. coming from a common normalization error. For those experiments where
the normalization errors were absorbed in the total error, the following procedure was

adopted. The total error �
(i)
tot was split into an experimental error �(i)exp for each data point

i of a given spectrum and an assumed overall normalization error �n for all data points
of that spectrum:

�
(i)
tot

2
= �(i)exp

2
+ �2n (6)

The experimental error for a given point was obtained by quadratically subtracting �n
from the quoted total error. In order to avoid the experimental error squared becoming
negative by this procedure, it was required to exceed a certain minimum value �min. The
whole analysis was then repeated for various values of �min and the �n. The result found
to be insensitive to these values, as expected since the main e�ect of the scaling violation
is to change the shapes of the spectra, not their overall normalizations.

4 Determination of the strong coupling constant

The fragmentation functions de�ned in equation (4) cannot be derived in perturbative
QCD. Only the energy evolution (equation (2)) is predicted. Therefore a parametrization
of the fragmentation functions is needed at one energy, from which the evolution starts,
and these parameters have to be the same at all other energies, so that the di�erences
between the momentum spectra at di�erent energies depend only on �s.
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In this analysis, the parametrization from Ref. [14] was used:

xDi(x;Q0) = Ni

xai(1 � x)bi exp(�c(lnx)2)R 0:8
0:1 dx xai(1� x)bi exp(�c(lnx)2)

(7)

where the coe�cients Ni, ai and bi were allowed to take di�erent values for the spectra for
light (uds) quarks, c-quarks, b-quarks and gluons (g); Q0 is the \starting energy" which
was taken to be 91.2 GeV. In addition to the uds, c, b and g spectra, the spectra summed
over all quarks and gluons were also used. These `total0 spectra are parametrized by at
and bt. Since at and bt cannot be independent parameters, the parametrization for the
spectra from the light quarks (uds) was obtained from the total spectra minus the spectra
for b and c quarks. The exponential term in (7) is inspired by the Modi�ed Leading-Log
Approximation (MLLA) [20] which predicts

d�

d lnx
� exp(�c(lnx)2) (8)

with a single value c for all quark avours as well as for the gluon. The boundaries of the
integral in (7) correspond to the x range used in the analysis: the �t was performed only
in the range 0:1 � x � 0:8, since for smaller x the parametrization failed to describe the
data.

The experimental momentum distributions from DELPHI are displayed in Fig. 2 to-
gether with the corresponding parametrizations, as determined from the global �t. This

was a simultaneous �t of the QCD scale �
(5)

MS
and the fragmentation parameters ai, Ni,

bi and c de�ned in (7), and was made by minimizing the following �2 function:

�2 = �TV �1�: (9)

Here � is a column vector containing the residuals between the content of a given x bin
of the inclusive momentum spectrum for a given Q2 and the theoretical prediction. The
latter can be computed at any value of Q2 by evolution of the spectra from the starting
energy of 91 GeV; the reference spectra at 91 GeV were parametrized by equation 7; the
evolution was done by numerical integration of equations (1) and (2) with the program
discussed in [6]. The matrix V is theN byN covariance matrix betweenN measurements.
The elements of V are de�ned as follows:

� the diagonal elements are given by the square of the total experimental errors;
� the o�-diagonal elements of correlated points are given by the product of the errors
common to them (the overall normalization error).

In the range 0:10 < x < 0:80 and 142 < Q2 < 91:22 GeV2, a total of 14 parameters

including �
(5)

MS
were �tted to the 13 distributions of the data from section 3. The renor-

malization scale �2R and the factorization scale �2F were set equal to Q2. This resulted in

�
(5)

MS
= 318+109�96 MeV, which corresponds to �s(MZ) = 0:126+0:006�0:007.

The �2 per degree of freedom of the �t was 174:5=175 and the �t parameters are given
in table 2. The x dependence for di�erent Q2 values and the Q2 dependence for di�erent
x-bins are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively, together with the best �ts.

Alternatively, a di�erent de�nition of �2 can be used in which the correlations between
the data points are included using an overall normalization factor for each momentum
spectrum of each experiment:

�2 =
X
j

2
4X

i

0
@(njD(i) � T (i))2

(nj�
(i)
exp)2

1
A +

(1� nj)
2

�2n

3
5 : (10)
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Here nj is the normalization factor for experiment j with data D(i) in a given x bin
with an experimental error �(i)exp for that bin and an overall normalization error �n for

that experiment. The di�erent de�nitions of �2 can introduce di�erent biases in the �t
results, especially if the errors are dominated by systematic e�ects [21]. The maximum
deviation from the central value of the previous �t corresponded to ��s(MZ) = 0:002; so
if there is any bias, it is small compared with the total error.

No dependence of �s on the renormalization and factorization scales, �R and �F , is
expected if all higher orders are known. In this analysis the leading logarithms have
been resummed, so one expects a smaller scale dependence than in the previous analysis,
which was done only up to O(�2s). However, the scale dependence of �s does not decrease
with respect to the O(�2s) result, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the di�erent scales
all describe the momentum spectra equally well, so there is no experimentally preferred
scale. The theoretical error due to the renormalization and factorization scale uncertainty
was estimated from the �s variation in Fig. 5 for scale variations between 0:5

p
s and 2

p
s

to be:
��s(MZ) =

+0:007
�0:010 (theory);

where the error is half the maximum variation.
Non-perturbative corrections might exist at the lower energies. This energy depen-

dence would simulate a scaling violation. Possible non-perturbative e�ects have been
tested by changing variables, i.e. by replacing x with x = f(x0), where x0 is the measured
quantity. Assuming that at the scale

p
s =

p
s0 all non-perturbative e�ects are absorbed

in the fragmentation functions, the relation between the perturbative value of x and the
observed value x0 can be parametrized by [6]:

x = x0 + h0

 
1
p
s
�

1
p
s0

!
:

The �tted value of h0 was �0:07 � 0:11, which is compatible with zero, indicating that
non-perturbative e�ects are small.

An additional check for non-perturbative corrections was carried out by changing the
lowest Q2 value in the �t between 142 and 292 GeV2. This did not change the value of
�s outside the errors. The resulting maximum deviation was ��s(MZ) = �0:002.

Combining the theoretical errors in quadrature and symmetrizing them yields:

�s(MZ) = 0:124+0:006�0:007(exp)� 0:009(theory):

The theory error is larger than that for the �s determination in [1] using the string or
independent fragmentation model, mainly because of the unexpectedly large error from
the factorization and renormalization scale dependences. After resumming the leading
logarithms, there is no reason to restrict these scales to be below the centre-of-mass energy,
so all scales in the range 0:5

p
s < � < 2

p
s were considered. In our previous analysis

using the complete matrix-element, one could calculate the jet cross-sections for each
scale, and large scales were found not to describe the jet cross-sections. Consequently
the upper limit on the scale was taken to be � =

p
s. In the present analysis using

the DGLAP equations, no correspondence with the jet cross-sections is given and the
momentum spectra themselves are equally well described by all scales, so one cannot
reduce the range of scales.

The experimental errors are larger too, since the DGLAP evolution equations require
a parametrization of the inclusive momentum spectra of the quarks (uds, c, and b) and
gluons by arbitrary polynomials and exponentials, which is di�cult for spectra varying
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over more than 4 orders of magnitude with a non-trivial shape, so this requires many
parameters. In our previous O(�s

2) analysis, the LUND and Peterson parametrizations
of the fragmentation functions were used for the primary mesons. The complete spectra
were obtained by adding the secondary mesons and gluon fragmentation for every event
in the same way, and using the same hadron decay parameters for all events. With this
additional knowledge about the fragmentation process one can describe the spectra better
over a larger x range with fewer parameters, and this resulted in smaller experimental
errors.

5 Summary

Scaling violation in the fragmentation functions of quarks from e+e� annihilation has
been investigated using the DGLAP evolution equations in next-to-leading order. From
the variation of the scaled momentum distributions with Q2 in the range 142GeV2 to
912GeV2, the strong coupling constant was determined to be

�s(MZ) = 0:124+0:006�0:007(exp)� 0:009(theory):

This value is in agreement with our previous determination of �s from the scaling vi-
olation, �s = 0:118 � 0:005 [1], with the recently measured precise value from the Z0

lineshape parameters, �s = 0:121 � 0:003 � 0:002 [4], and with a similar analysis of
scaling violation by ALEPH, �s = 0:126 � 0:009 [15].

Our previous analysis of scaling violation used the exact second order QCD matrix
element, implying di�erent systematics and higher order corrections, as explained in the
introduction. The errors in the present analysis are larger than in the previous analysis,
mainly because of the more involved parametrization needed for the DGLAP equations
and the larger scale dependence. Therefore the cross check with the previous analysis
has limited precision, but within this precision the agreement is satisfactory.
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x range 1=�tot d�=dx

b-quarks c-quarks uds-quarks

0.00 - 0.01 415�6�12 283�10�9 274.5�0.5�8.2

0.01 - 0.02 455�6�14 380�11�11 357.5�0.5�10.7

0.02 - 0.03 309�4�9 244�9�7 232.3�0.4�7.0

0.03 - 0.04 216�3�7 189�8�6 160.8�0.4�4.8

0.04 - 0.05 162�2�5 141�7�4 118.5�0.3�3.6

0.05 - 0.06 126.8�1.6�3.8 115�7�4 91.2 �0.3�2.7

0.06 - 0.07 100.9�1.3�3.0 82�5�3 72.7 �0.3�2.2

0.07 - 0.08 82.0�1.1�2.5 66�5�2 59.3 �0.2�1.8

0.08 - 0.09 66.7�0.9�2.0 59�5�2 49.3 �0.2�1.5

0.09 - 0.10 55.7�0.8�1.7 50�4�2 41.6 �0.2�1.3

0.10 - 0.12 42.5�0.6�1.3 40.8�2.9�1.2 32.9�0.1�1.0

0.12 - 0.14 30.2�0.4�0.9 30.1�2.4�0.9 24.9�0.1�0.8

0.14 - 0.16 22.3�0.3�0.7 24.4�2.3�0.7 19.4�0.1�0.6

0.16 - 0.18 16.2�0.3�0.5 18.5�2.0�0.6 15.3�0.1�0.5

0.18 - 0.20 12.3�0.2�0.4 13.1�1.7�0.4 12.4�0.1�0.4

0.20 - 0.25 7.6�0.1�0.2 8.7�0.8�0.3 8.84�0.04�0.27

0.25 - 0.30 4.03�0.07�0.12 6.0�0.8�0.2 5.61�0.03�0.17

0.30 - 0.40 1.86�0.04�0.06 2.95�0.37�0.09 3.06�0.02�0.09

0.40 - 0.50 0.678�0.017�0.020 0.96�0.19�0.03 1.40�0.01�0.04

0.50 - 0.60 0.235�0.009�0.007 0.32�0.10�0.01 0.672�0.008�0.020

0.60 - 0.70 0.069�0.007�0.007 0.16�0.12�0.02 0.319�0.006�0.010

0.70 - 0.80 0.016�0.007�0.003 - 0.148�0.004�0.006

0.80 - 1.00 - - 0.037�0.001�0.002

Table 1: Corrected inclusive momentumdistribution 1=�tot d�=dx for b, c and uds quarks,
DELPHI. The data have been corrected for detector e�ects, backgrounds and selection
cuts. The �rst error quoted is statistical, the second is systematic. Data points with x

below 0.1 or above 0.8 were not used in the �t.
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Parameter Result Error

at �1:525 �0:013

bt 1:824 �0:012

Nt 0:707 �0:002

ac �1:280 �0:047

bc 2:833 �0:115

Nc 0:371 �0:006

ab �1:652 �0:045

bb 3:063 �0:097

Nb 0:295 �0:003

ag �1:281 �0:020

bg 3:829 �0:075

Ng 0:369 �0:002

c 0:236 �0:003

�
(5)
�MS

(MeV) 318 +109
�96

Table 2: Parameters of the fragmentation functions and their errors: The lower subscripts
stand for t = total, i.e. for the parameters for the spectra from all events, c = c-quark,
b = b-quark, g = gluon.
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Figure 1: The corrected x distribution for bottom events (upper plot), charm events
(middle plot), and light-quark events (lower plot) and the corresponding Monte Carlo
distribution (shaded). The upper insets show the correction factors for detector e�ects,
cuts and backgrounds (eq. 5).
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Figure 2: Flavour-speci�c scaled momentum distributions at 91 GeV. The curves are
results of the �t in the region between 0.10 and 0.80. The gluon jets were tagged in 3-jet
events with x = phadron=pjet. The gluon distribution is lower mainly because of the lower
multiplicity of a single jet compared to the complete events.
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Figure 3: Inclusive scaled momentumdistributions at centre-of-mass energies in the range
between 14 GeV and 91.2 GeV. Only the full dots have been used in the �t.
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Figure 4: The Q2 dependence of the inclusivemomentumcross-section in GeV2 for various
x bins. For most data points the errors are smaller than the symbols. The curves are
results of the �t for 0:10 < x < 0:70.
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Figure 5: The renormalization and factorization scale dependence of �s. The shaded
area corresponds to the measurements based on the exact second order matrix element
(from [1]).


